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Abstract

We study a dynamic game of climate policy design in terms of emissions and

solar radiation management (SRM) involving two heterogeneous regions or

countries. Countries emit greenhouse gasses (GHGs), and can block incom-

ing radiation by unilateral SRM activities, thus reducing global temperature.

Heterogeneity is modelled in terms of the social cost of SRM, the environ-

mental damages due to global warming, the productivity of emissions in

terms of generating private benefits, the rate of impatience, and the private

cost of geoengineering. We determine the impact of asymmetry on mitiga-

tion and SRM activities, concentration of GHGs, and global temperature,

and we examine whether a tradeoff actually emerges between mitigation

and SRM. Our results could provide some insights into a currently emerging

debate regarding mitigation and SRM methods to control climate change,

especially since asymmetries seem to play an important role in affecting

incentives for cooperation or unilateral actions.
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1 Introduction

Human-driven climate change due to greenhouse gas emissions is becoming

increasingly important as a driver of global environmental change associ-

ated with many potentially detrimental effects. Despite serious attempts

to obtain international cooperation in reducing the emissions of greenhouse

gasses (GHGs), their concentration keeps increasing, suggesting that coop-

eration in mitigation has not been entirely successful. In fact there has been

minimal political progress toward global cooperation in mitigating GHGs

over the last 30 years.

Given the current path of global emissions of GHGs, their long at-

mospheric residence times and the relatively limited action to date to reduce

future emissions, the use of geoengineering techniques has been suggested

as an additional means to limit the magnitude of human-induced climate

change and its impacts. Geoengineering is defined as a deliberate inter-

vention in the planetary environment of a nature and scale intended to

counteract anthropogenic climate change and its impacts. Geoengineering

methods focus mainly on increasing the reflectivity of the Earth’s surface

or atmosphere, and removing GHGs from the atmosphere; they should be

differentiated from actions that mitigate (reduce or prevent) anthropogenic

GHG emissions such as carbon capture and storage (CCS) (Keith 2000,

Ricke et al. 2008, Shepherd 2009, Secretariat of the Convention of Biologi-

cal Diversity 2012).

Sunlight reflection methods, also known as solar radiation management

(SRM), aim to counteract global warming by reducing the incidence and

subsequent absorption of short-wave solar radiation, reflecting a proportion

of it back into space. This is obtained by injecting sulfate aerosols into

the atmosphere. They are expected to act rapidly once deployed at the

appropriate scale, and could potentially reduce surface global temperatures

within a few months or years if this were considered desirable (e.g., Crutzen

2006, Barrett 2008, Lenton and Vaughan 2009, Robock et al. 2009, Shepherd

2009, Kravitz et al. 2011). This approach mimics what occasionally occurs

in nature when a powerful volcano erupts. For example, the Mount Pinatubo

eruption in 1991 injected huge volumes of sulphur into the stratosphere. The

particles produced in subsequent reactions cooled the planet by about 0.5◦C

over the next two years by reflecting sunlight back into space (e.g., Randel
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et al. 1995, Robock 2000, Lucht et al. 2002, Barrett 2008).

The most compelling arguments in favor of SRM methods are first that

they can be used as an emergency measure to reduce the global average

temperature quickly, and second that they can be used to “buy time” by

slowing down the increase in temperature so that new abatement or emission

reducing technologies can be developed. On the other hand, there are many

arguments against SRM, suggesting that the injection of sulfate aerosols into

the atmosphere will induce detrimental effects on plants due to reduced sun-

light; ozone depletion; more acid depositions; less solar radiation available

for solar power systems. Furthermore there are additional concerns regard-

ing the inability of engineering methods to adjust regional climate to desired

levels. Moreover, if geoengineering is used as a substitute for GHG emis-

sion reductions, the acidification of oceans could be intensified.1 Regarding

the two main arguments in favor of using SRM, the emergency measure and

buying time arguments it has been argued recently (Barrett et al. 2014) that

SRM methods may not be useful in averting global disasters, such as the

disintegration of the West Antarctic ice, but it may be tempting to use them

in addressing regional environmental emergencies. Furthermore the buying

time argument seems not to be a credible proposal, because it implies that

countries will overcome free-rider incentives when SRM is available, while

the same countries have been unable overcome the same incentives at the

present time when SRM is not available.

A very important feature of SRM is that, because it is very cheap to

deploy, it can be unilaterally used by one country if it is deemed beneficial

to do so from the country’s point of view. However although SRM may

be beneficial for a country or group of countries, at the same time in may

be harmful for other countries (e.g. by altering the monsoons or increas-

ing ocean acidification). This characteristic suggests that when analyzing

SRM incentives and activities in a multi-country framework, much attention

should be given to asymmetries among countries because these asymmetries

will be very important in determining both the final outcome in terms of

SRM activities and also the tradeoffs between mitigation and geoengineer-

ing.

The purpose and the main contribution of the present paper is to study

simultaneous mitigation and SRM decisions of individual countries both in

1See for example Robock (2008), Robock et al. (2009), Jones et al. (2013).
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a cooperative and a competitive environment when countries are asymmet-

ric. We model mitigation and SRM decisions in the context of cooperative

and noncooperative solutions of a differential game with asymmetric play-

ers. Earlier results obtained in the context of a symmetric differential game

(Manoussi and Xepapadeas 2013) suggest that the presence of geoengineer-

ing as a policy option results in a higher level of steady-state accumulation

of GHGs emissions relative to the case where geoengineering is not an op-

tion.2 This result holds at the cooperative and noncooperative solutions,

with relatively stronger incentives for geoengineering at the noncooperative

solutions. Higher GHGs could be compatible with lower global tempera-

ture, at least in the short run, since geoengineering increases global albedo

which tends to reduce temperature. Even if geoengineering leads to a lower

temperature, maintaining this temperature requires a constant flow of geo-

engineering. Thus, if this flow cannot be kept constant at some point in

time, then there will be a jump in the temperature which will be intensified

since the stock of GHGs will already be high.

In this paper, we study a dynamic game of climate change policy design

in terms of emissions and geoengineering efforts involving two heterogeneous

countries, or groups of countries. The model we develop consists of a tra-

ditional economic benefit function along with a climate module based on a

simplified energy balance climate model (EBCM). EBCMs are based on the

idea of global radiative heat balance. In radiative equilibrium the rate at

which solar radiation is absorbed matches the rate at which infrared radi-

ation is emitted. The purpose of SRM as a policy instrument is to reduce

global average temperature by controlling the incoming solar radiation, thus

EBCM is a useful vehicle for modelling SRM.

We seek to characterize cooperative and noncooperative mitigation (or

equivalently GHGs emissions) and SRM strategies in the framework of asym-

metric countries. On the modeling side we consider a world consisting of

two asymmetric regions or countries with production activities that gener-

ate GHG emissions. These GHGs emissions generate private benefits (e.g.

output) for each country. The stock of GHGs blocks outgoing radiation and

causes temperature to increase. Geoengineering in the form of SRM blocks

incoming radiation which is expected to cause a drop in temperature. This

2See also Moreno-Cruz and Keith (2012) and Emmerling and Tavoni (2013) for an
analysis of SRM activities under uncertainty.
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drop does not, at least in the way that our model is developed, depend on

the accumulated GHGs.

We analyze the problem, as is usual in this type of problems, in the con-

text of cooperative and noncooperative solutions. In the cooperative case

there is coordination between the two countries for the implementation of

geoengineering and the level of emissions, as if a global social planner were

acting in order to maximize the joint or global welfare. In the noncoop-

erative case, each government chooses SRM and emissions policies nonco-

operatively. The noncooperative solution is analyzed in terms of feedback

Nash equilibrium (FBNE) strategies. We first derive the optimal paths and

the steady-state levels of GHG emissions, SRM, global average temperature

and GHGs accumulation under the fully symmetric scenario, corresponding

to cooperation and feedback Nash strategies. Although this scenario is un-

likely to occur in practice, it does serve as a useful benchmark against which

outcomes corresponding to asymmetric countries may be compared.

We introduce heterogeneity between the two countries in terms of the

social cost of geoengineering, which is the harm to a country from SRM

activities undertaken by one or both countries; the environmental damages

from global warming; the intercept of the private marginal benefits from the

emissions of a country, which indicates how productive a country’s emissions

are in generating private benefits;3 the slope of the marginal benefits from

emissions of the country, which is an indication of the strength of diminishing

returns in generating private benefits from emissions; the rate of impatience

between countries which is captured by differences in the discount rate for

future utilities; and the private cost of geoengineering.

We formulate the problem in terms of a linear-quadratic (LQ) differential

game. The LQ formulation allows us to provide closed form solutions of the

FBNE as well as meaningful numerical simulations for both the symmetric

and the asymmetric cases. We study the asymmetric case as a problem of

sensitivity analysis where the central case corresponds to the symmetric case

and the different types of asymmetries are regarded as deviation scenarios

from the symmetric case. This approach allows us to characterize the im-

pact of the specific type of heterogeneity on global GHG emissions, SRM

activities, global average temperature and stock of GHGs.

3This measure can be associated for example with how productive a country or a region
is in using energy to produce output.
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Our results suggest, in the context of the LQ model, strategies regarding

the expected behavior of noncooperating asymmetric countries in terms of

mitigation and SRM activities, and provide insights regarding the possible

existence of a tradeoff between mitigation and SRM. In particular when

the social cost of SRM is substantially low for a country, this country will

increase both emissions and SRM. There is no tradeoff between SRM and

emissions and the final outcome is an increase in the steady-state stock of

GHGs relative to the symmetric case with a moderate reduction in average

global temperature. When the asymmetry is in the cost of global warming

to each country, the country with the lower costs substantially increases

emissions and reduces geoengineering. When a country is relatively more

productive in generating benefits from emissions, then the more productive

country increases emissions. Along the same lines the country with substan-

tially smaller diminishing returns increases emissions. It seems that when

the more productive country dominates suffi ciently in terms of productivity

differential, there is a moderate increase in SRM activities because coun-

tries might increase SRM activities to counterbalance the global warming

effects of increased emissions. When the countries differ with respect to the

degree of impatience, then emissions increase in the more impatient country

and decrease in the less impatient. If one country is moderately impatient

(e.g. discount rate at 2%), and the other country is impatient (e.g. discount

rate at 10%), the most impatient country increases emissions and SRM and

the final outcome is an increase in overall emissions, geoengineering, the

steady-state stock of GHGs and the average global temperature. Thus the

introduction of asymmetries provides results that could be useful in under-

standing individual country incentives related to mitigation and SRM.

List and Mason (2001) have studied an LQ differential game of trans-

boundary pollution with asymmetric players. They introduce asymmetry in

the intercept of marginal benefits from emissions, and the slope of marginal

damages from global pollution. They consider emissions only as a choice vari-

able and compare cooperative with FBNE outcomes. Our approach differs

from that of List and Mason in that we consider two choice variables, emis-

sions and SRM and an explicit link between choice variable and global tem-

perature through the EBCM, and more sources of asymmetry. Furthermore

we compare symmetric with asymmetric noncooperative solutions instead

of comparing cooperative with asymmetric noncooperative outcomes, since
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we want to study the impact of asymmetry when countries might decide

unilaterally, that is noncooperatively, about SRM. Our results, although in

a different context than that used by List and Mason, agree with them in

that asymmetry matters.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops an

LQ dynamic game with an economic and a climate module. In section

3 we determine cooperative and noncooperative solutions under symmetry

(the benchmark case). In section 4 we determine noncooperative solutions

in terms of FBNE with asymmetric players and compare the symmetric

with the asymmetric solutions through numerical simulations. Section 5

concludes.

2 The Model

2.1 Benefits and Costs

The world consists of two countries, or regions of countries, indexed by

i = 1, 2. We develop our model along the lines of the standard LQ model of

international pollution control analyzed by Dockner and van Long (1993),

and others. Output is a function of emissions Fi (Ei), where Fi (·) is strictly
concave with Fi (0) = 0. Emissions contribute to the stock of GHGs denoted

by G (t) at time t. The evolution of GHGs emitted by both countries is

described by the linear differential equation:

Ġ (t) = E1 (t) + E2 (t)−mG, G (0) = G0 (1)

where 0 < m < 1 is the natural decay rate of GHGs.

Individual country net private benefits, or utility net of environmental

externalities, is given by U (Fi (Ei (t)))−Ci (ζi (t)) where Ci (ζi) is a strictly

increasing and convex function of the private cost of geoengineering or SRM

activity ζi (t). The utility function U (Fi (Ei (t))) is given by the quadratic

function

U (Fi (Ei (t))) = A1iEi (t)− 1

2
A2iE

2
i (t) (2)

where A1i, A2i are parameters indicating the intercept and the slope of the

private marginal benefits from emissions which are defined as A1i−A2iEi (t) .

Thus A1i can be regarded as reflecting the level effect on marginal benefits,

while A2i as reflecting the strength of diminishing returns.
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We assume a simple quadratic cost function for the private cost of geo-

engineering in each country,

Ci (ζi (t)) =
1

2
θζ2i (t) , θ > 0. (3)

We also assume two types of damage functions related to climate change,

which affect private utility. The first one reflects damages from the increase

in the average global surface temperature because of GHGs emissions. This

damage function is represented as usual by a convex, quadratic in our case,

function,

ΩT (T ) =
1

2
ciTT

2,ΩT (0) = 0, (ΩT (T ))′ > 0, (ΩT (T ))′′ > 0, (4)

where ciTT is the marginal damage cost from a temperature increase for

each country.

The second is the social damage function associated with SRM effects,

such as for example ocean acidification, increased acid depositions or change

in precipitation patterns.4 Assume that country i undertakes SRM activ-

ities ζi, which will generate total global social damages in both countries
1
2

∑2
j=1

(
cjζζ

2
i

)
. Thus global damages from geoengineering when both coun-

tries undertake SRM efforts will be:

Ωζ (ζ) =
1

2

2∑
i=1

 2∑
j=1

cjζζ
2
i

 (5)

thus, Ωζ (0) = 0, (Ωζ (ζ))′ > 0, (Ωζ (ζ))′′ > 0,

where cjζζi, is the social marginal damage cost suffered by country j = 1, 2

from the geoengineering undertaken in country i = 1, 2.5

4As mentioned in the introduction, the use of geoengineering methods could intensify
ocean acidification. Although the natural absorption of CO2 by the world’s oceans helps
to mitigate the climatic effects of anthropogenic emissions of CO2, it is believed that since
geoengineering will cause an increase in GHG emissions, the resulting decrease in pH will
have negative consequences, primarily for oceanic calcifying organisms, and so there will
be an impact on marine environments. For a discussion of damage functions related to
climate change, see Weitzman (2010).

5A situation can be envisioned in which SRM generates extra benefits to a country, in
addition to those accruing from a decrease in average global temperature, due for example
to favorable change in regional climatic conditions. In this case ciζ could take negative
values.
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2.2 Emissions, SRM and the global temperature

We model climate by a simplified "homogeneous-earth" EBCM (see for ex-

ample North 1975a, 1975b, 1981, North et al. 1979, Coakley 1979, Coakley

and Wielicki 1979).6 This approach describes the relation between outgoing

infrared radiation I (t) at time t, and the average global surface temperature

T (t) (measured in degrees Celsius) at time t. The infrared radiation flux to

space I (t) can be represented as a linear function of the surface temperature

T (t) by the empirical formula:

I (t) = A+BT (t) (6)

where A,B are constants used to relate outgoing infrared radiation to the

corresponding surface temperature.

In our model the change in the average global surface temperature T (t)

is determined by the sum of the absorbed solar heating (T0) , the reduction

of incoming radiation due to the aggregate SRM effort (T1) and the increase

in the surface temperature due to the emissions of GHGs (T2) which block

outgoing radiation,

Ṫ = T0 + T1 + T2 (7)

T0 =
− (A+BT ) + Sq (1− α)

B
, T1 = − φ

B

2∑
i=1

ζi, T2 =
ψ

B
ln

(
1 +

G

G0

)
.

(8)

The term (A+BT ) reflects outgoing radiation; S is the mean annual dis-

tribution of radiation; q is the solar constant that includes all types of solar

radiation, not just the visible light; α is the average albedo of the planet;

the function ϕ (ζ) = φ
B

∑2
i=1 ζi is the reduction in solar radiation due to

aggregate geoengineering
(∑2

i=1 ζi

)
; φ > 0 is the sensitivity of incoming

radiation to geoengineering in reducing the average global temperature;7 ψ

is a measure of climate’s sensitivity; and G,G0 denote the GHGs, where

6A homogeneous-earth model is a "zero-dimensional" model since it does not contain
spatial dimensions but only the temporal dimension. For the use of one-dimensional and
two-dimensional EBCMs in economic models of climate change see Brock et al. 2013,
2014).

7SRM can be regarded as increasing the global albedo, since it blocks incoming radia-
tion. We use a sensitivity function which is linear in aggregate SRM instead of a nonlinear
function in order to simplify the exposition.
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G is the current accumulation of GHGs and G0 is the preindustrial GHGs

accumulation.

We substitute T0, T1, T2 into (10) to obtain:8

Ṫ =
− (A+BT ) + Sq (1− α)

B
− φ

B

2∑
i=1

ζi +
ψ

B
ln

(
1 +

G

G0

)
. (9)

From equation (9) we have that: a) the average global temperature increases

when current accumulation of GHGs is above the preindustrial GHGs accu-

mulation because GHGs block outgoing radiation, and b) the average global

temperature decreases when SRM activities manage to reduce incoming ra-

diation.

We assume, following evidence indicating that there is a fast and a slow

response of global warming to external forcing with the slow component

being relatively small (Held et al. 2010), that the average global temperature

T converges fast to a steady state relative to the accumulation of GHGs,

(G) (see also Brock et al. 2014). Then this ‘quasi steady state’for T can be

used to express T as a function of G, as follows:

Ṫ = 0 =⇒ − (A+BT ) + Sq (1− α)

B
− φ

B

2∑
i=1

ζi + η (G−G0) = 0

T =
−A+ Sq (1− α)− φ

∑2
i=1 ζi + η (G−G0)

B
. (10)

To simplify the exposition we replace the term ψ
B ln

(
1 + G

G0

)
in (9) with its

linear approximation around G0, in this case η = ψ
2BG0

.

The global welfare function that could be maximized by some "global

social planner" is the unweighted discounted life time utility in each country

minus the private cost of geoengineering and the social damages related to

the increase in global temperature and to geoengineering. Thus a coopera-

8We do not consider at this stage the transportation of heat across the globe, which
is a standard assumption of the EBCM developed by North (e.g., North 1975a, 1975b,
1981; North et al. 1979). Thus we study a homogeneous-earth, zero-dimensional model.
This allows us to obtain tractable results regarding the mitigation/geoengineering tradeoff.
The analysis of the mitigation/geoengineering tradeoff in the context of a one-dimensional
spatial model is an area for further research.
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tive case is equivalent to having a social planner solving:

W = max
Ei,ζi

∫ ∞
0

e−ρit


2∑
i=1

U (Fi (Ei (t)))− Ci (ζi (t))− 1

2
ciTT

2 − 1

2

2∑
j=1

cjζζ
2
i

 dt

subject to (1) and (10)

Thus the problem of the social planner is to maximize the joint welfare

of both countries by choosing paths for emissions Ei (t) and geoengineer-

ing ζi (t) subject to the constraint of the accumulation of GHGs and the

constraint of the average global temperature. A noncooperative case corre-

sponds to a differential game where each country chooses paths for emissions

and SRM to maximize own welfare subject to the climate constraints.

3 Symmetry: The Benchmark Model

As a reference scenario we look at the symmetric outcomes for the cooper-

ative and noncooperative solutions. In this context we will determine the

steady-state level of emissions, geoengineering, GHGs accumulation and av-

erage global temperature under cooperation and noncooperation between

the two countries.

3.1 Approximations and Calibrations

In this section we calibrate the critical parameters of our model in order to

provide analytically tractable results regarding the optimal level of emissions

and geoengineering in a symmetric-cooperative game. We use approxima-

tions for the rest of the parameters of our model.

A possible parameterization is shown in table 1. Values for the para-

meters S, α, q have been obtained by North (1975a, 1975b, 1981), values for

the parameters ρ,G0,m, θ, A1, A2 have been obtained by Athanassoglou and

Xepapadeas (2012), while values for the parameters φ, ψ have been obtained

by Wigley et al. (2005).

For θ, which basically represents the private cost for the implementa-

tion of geoengineering methods, we used an estimation of the annual cost of

removing CO2 from the atmosphere by aircraft9 following McClellan et al.

9McClellan et al. (2012) perform an engineering cost analysis of systems capable of
delivering 1—5 million metric tonnes (Mt) of albedo modification material to altitudes of
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(2012). The rest of model parameters reflecting marginal damages, cζ , cT ,

and empirical coeffi cients A,B were calibrated so that the benchmark sym-

metric cooperative solution results in an optimally controlled steady-state

carbon stock of approximately 965GtC (453 ppm CO2). According to pre-

vailing climate science, this is consistent with a 2oC warming stabilization

target. The parameter values are summarized in table 1.

Table 1: Calibration Parameters
Parameter Description Value Unit

cT slope of social marginal damage cost from a ↑ T 22.183 109$/(GtC)2

cζ slope of social marginal damage cost from geoeng. 3 109$/(GtC)2

S mean annual distribution of radiation 1 Scalar

α average albedo of the planet 0.23 Scalar

φ sensitivity of incoming radiation to geoeng. in ↓ T 0.00303 oC

ρ pure rate of time preference 0.03 Scalar

G0 preindustrial GHGs accumulation 590 GtC

A empirical coeffi cient 253.324 Wm−2

q solar constant 340 Wm−2

B empirical coeffi cient 0.645847 W
(
m−2

) (
oC−1

)
m natural decay rate of GHGs 0.0083 Scalar

θ slope of marginal cost from geoeng. 0.008 109$/(GtC)2

A1 intercept of marginal benefit from emissions 224.26 $/tC

A2 slope of marginal benefit from emissions 1.9212 109$/(GtC)2

ψ measure of climate’s sensitivity 5.35 oCWm−2

η = ψ
2BG0

measure of climate’s sensitivity (linearization) 2. 386 3× 10−3 oCWm−2

3.1.1 The symmetric cooperative solution

The problem of the global social planner is to maximize the joint welfare

of both countries by choosing paths for emissions Ei (t) and geoengineer-

ing ζi (t) , subject to the constraint of the accumulation of GHGs and the

constraint of the average global temperature.

To solve for the cooperative game we formulate the LQ optimal-control

18—30 km. They compare the cost of aircraft and airships to the cost of survey rockets,
guns, and suspended gas and slurry pipes for the delivery of stratospheric aerosol geoengi-
neering at middle and high altitudes. They conclude that the most cost effective way to
deliver material to the stratosphere at million tonne per year is through the use of the
existing aircraft or through new aircraft designed for the geoengineering mission.
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problem

W = max
Ei,ζi

∫ ∞
0

e−ρit


2∑
i=1

U (Fi (Ei (t)))− Ci (ζi (t))− 1

2
ciTT

2 − 1

2

2∑
j=1

ciζζ
2
j

 dt , i = 1, 2

s.t Ġ (t) = E1 (t) + E2 (t)−mG , T =
−A+ Sq (1− α)− φ

∑2
i=1 ζi + η (G−G0)

B
.

Given the LQ structure of the problem, a quadratic value function

V (G) = −1

2
κG2 − λG− µ

with first derivative

VG = −κG− λ

is considered. Imposing symmetry so that A1i = A1, A2i = A2, ciT = cT ,

ciζ = cζ , ρi = ρ, the equilibrium must satisfy the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman

(HJB) equation

ρV (G) = max
Ei,ζi

{
2∑
i=1

[
A1Ei −

1

2
A2E

2
i −

1

2
θζ2i −

(
1

2
cT

)
×

×
(
−A+ Sq (1− α)− φ

∑2
i=1 ζi + η (G−G0)

B

)2
− 1

2
cζ

2∑
j=1

ζ2j

+ VG (E1 + E2 −mG)

 .

Optimality implies that

E∗i =
A1 − κG− λ

A2
, E∗i = E∗j , i, j = 1, 2

ζ∗i =
2φcT (−A+ Sq (1− α) + η (G−G0))

B2 (2cζ + θ) + 4φ2cT
, ζ∗i = ζ∗j

where E∗i , ζ
∗
i are the optimal cooperative emissions and geoengineering ef-

forts for each country in a feedback form.

The symmetric-cooperative solution determines the levels of long-run

GHGs stock and of the average global temperature, through the optimal

policy for emissions and geoengineering.

Using the numerical values for the parameters of table 1, we can define

the steady-state level of emissions, geoengineering, GHGs stock and tem-
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perature in the symmetric-cooperative game as

E∗i = 4.00676

ζ∗i = 0.595871

G∗ = 965.484

T ∗ = 17.1996.

Considering the current average global temperature to be around 15◦C

the long-run temperature of 17.2◦C obtained by the model suggests that the

model is consistent with the cooperative 2◦C stabilization target. To make

the solution clear and to make possible comparisons of the symmetric case

with the asymmetric and the noncooperative cases, we determine the nu-

merical optimal time paths for emissions and SRM, GHGs stock and global

average temperature, which converge to their respective steady-state levels,

as:

E∗i (t) = 4.00676 + 0.0131107e−0.0624458t, ζ∗i (t) = 0.595871− 0.000182303e−0.0624458t

G∗i (t) = 965.484− 0.484272e−0.0624458t, T ∗ (t) = 17.1996− 0.00526212e−0.0624458t.

Figures 1 to 4 depict the optimal time paths for emissions, SRM, stock

of GHGs and global average temperature respectively. These paths can

be regarded as the optimal combination between mitigation and SRM that

would attain the 2◦C stabilization target in a symmetric fully cooperating

world.

3.1.2 Symmetric noncooperative solutions: The feedback Nash
equilibrium

In this section we analyze the noncooperative symmetric game and charac-

terize its equilibrium outcome. We assume that each country follows feed-

back strategies regarding the level of emissions and geoengineering efforts.

Feedback strategies are associated with the concept of FBNE which is a

strong time-consistent noncooperative equilibrium solution (Basar 1989).

The FBNE for the LQ climate change game can be obtained as the solution

to the dynamic programming representation of the non-cooperative dynamic

game.
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The value function for each country is

Vi (G) = −1

2
κiG

2 − λiG− µi.

We impose symmetry so that A1i = A1, A2i = A2, ciT = cT , ciζ = cζ ,

ρi = ρ, and the corresponding HJB for each country is

ρVi (G) = max
Ei,ζi

A1Ei − 1

2
A2E

2
i −

1

2
θζ2i −

1

2
cT

(
−A+ Sq (1− α)− φ

∑2
i=1 ζi + η (G−G0)

B

)2

−1

2
cζ

2∑
j=1

ζ2j + ViG (E1 + E2 −mG)

 .

Optimality implies that

E∗i =
A1 − κiG− λi

A2
, E∗i = E∗j , j 6= i, j = 1, 2

κi = κj , λi = λj

ζ∗i =
φcT

(
−A+ Sq (1− α) + η (G−G0)− φζj

)
B2 (cζ + θ) + φ2cT

, ζ∗i = ζ∗j ,

where E∗i , ζ
∗
i are the optimal noncooperative emissions and geoengineering

efforts for each country in a feedback form. It is clear that both emissions

and geoengineering efforts are in a linear feedback form and depend on

the current stock of GHGs, G. The slope of the emission feedback rule is

negative, while the slope of the geoengineering feedback rule is positive. This

means that one country expects the other country to reduce emissions and

to increase geoengineering efforts when the stock of GHGs increases.

The symmetric-noncooperative solution determines the levels of steady-

state long-run GHGs stock and of the average global temperature, through

the optimal policy for emissions and geoengineering. For the full solution of

the problem the parameters of the value function are obtained as usual by

substituting the optimal controls into the HJB equation and then equating

coeffi cients of the same power.

Using the numerical values for the parameters of table 1, the steady-state

level of emissions, SRM, GHGs stock and average global temperature in the

symmetric FBNE are shown below, with the percentage increase relative to

14



the cooperative solution in parentheses:

E∗i = 9.89 (147%)

ζ∗i = 1.12804 (89%)

G∗ = 2383.13 (147%)

T ∗ = 32.6039 (89.6%)

It is interesting to note that at the FBNE steady-state emissions increase

by 147% and geoengineering increases by 89%. Thus the presence of geo-

engineering provides an incentive for relatively more emissions. This is to be

expected since more emissions are in principle desirable because benefits will

increase, while the cost of increased emissions, in terms of global warming,

is counterbalanced by SRM. This results in the increase in the steady state

GHGs in the FBNE.

To make the solutions clear, the FBNE time paths for emissions and

geoengineering are shown below:

E∗i (t) = 9.89 + 21.4364e−0.0385319t, ζ∗i (t) = 1.12804− 0.533143e−0.0385319t

G∗i (t) = 2383.13− 1418.13e−0.0385319t, T ∗ (t) = 32.6039− 15.4095e−0.0385319t.

Figures 5 to 8 depict the FBNE time paths for emissions, geoengineering,

stock of GHGs and global average temperature respectively.

4 Asymmetric Countries and Noncooperative So-

lutions

In this section we demonstrate that our climate change game admits solu-

tion when heterogeneity between the two regions or countries is introduced.

We assume that heterogeneity is reflected in the values of the parameters

specifying the benefit and the damage function for each country. This is a

natural way to introduce heterogeneity, since we expect countries, or groups

of countries, to differ either with respect to their production structure or

the damages that they might suffer from climate change or geoengineering
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activities. Thus we introduce heterogeneity by considering as the source of

asymmetry between the two countries: i) differences in the level of the social

cost of geoengineering (cζ), ii) differences in the impact of climate change on

each country (cT ) , iii) differences in the intercept A1i and the slope A2i of

the marginal benefit function, iv) differences in the level of the rate of time

preference (ρ) , with differences in ρ reflecting differences in the degree of

impatience between the two countries. We consider the impact for each po-

tential source of heterogeneity alone, except for one case where we combine

heterogeneity in the intercept of marginal benefits (A1i) with heterogeneity

in the level of the social cost of geoengineering (cζ) in an attempt to ex-

plore the attitudes of a relatively more productive country under varying

geoengineering social costs.

Our objective is to examine how each source of asymmetry will affect

each country’s decision about the optimal levels of emissions and SRM, and

how this decision will affect the environment in terms of steady-state level

of GHGs and global average temperature. The benchmark for comparisons

will be the symmetric non-cooperative optimal (FBNE) levels of emissions,

geoengineering, GHGs stock and global temperature.10

In the two country asymmetric model a FBNE must satisfy the HJB

equations

ρiVi (G) = max
Ei,ζi

A1iEi − 1

2
A2iE

2
i −

1

2
θζ2i −

1

2
ciT

(
−A+ Sq (1− α)−φ

∑2
i=1 ζi+η (G−G0)

B

)2

−1

2
ciζ

2∑
j=1

ζ2j + ViG (E1 + E2 −mG)

 , i = 1, 2. (11)

Each country will take as given the emissions and geoengineering level

of the other country and will solve the optimal problem for its own level of

emissions and geoengineering following feedback rules which will determine

emissions and SRM as time stationary functions of the current concentration

of GHGs. In particular given the LQ structure of the problem, we consider

10List and Mason’s (2001) sources of asymmetry correspond to the intercept of marginal
benefits from emissions (the A1i in terms of our model), and the slope of marginal damages
from global pollution (or cT ).
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two quadratic value functions Vi (G) , i = 1, 2. For each country we have

Vi (G) = −1

2
κiG

2 − λiG− µi , i = 1, 2

with first derivatives

ViG = −κiG− λi , i = 1, 2.

Thus the HJB equation for country i = 1 is:

ρ1V1 (G) = max
E1,ζ1

A11Ei − 1

2
A21E

2
1 −

1

2
θζ21 −

1

2
cT

(
−A+ Sq (1− α)−φ

∑2
i=1 ζi+η (G−G0)

B

)2

−1

2
c1ζ

2∑
j=1

ζ2j + V1G (E1 + E2 −mG)

 . (12)

Optimality implies that

E1 =
A11 − κ1G− λ1

A21
(13)

ζ1 =
φcT (−A+ Sq (1− α) + η (G−G0)− φζ2)

B2 (c1ζ + θ) + φ2cT
. (14)

Then the HJB satisfies

ρ1

(
−1

2
κ1G

2 − λ1G− µ1
)

= A11
A11 − κ1G∗ − λ1

A21
− 1

2
A21

(
A11 − κ1G∗ − λ1

A21

)2
−1

2
θ

(
φcT (−A+ Sq (1− α) + η (G−G0)− φζ2)

B2c1ζ + φ2cT

)2
−1

2
cT

(
−A+ Sq (1− α)− φ

∑2
i=1 ζi + η (G−G0)

B

)2

−1

2
c1ζ

2∑
j=1

ζ2j + (−κ1G− λ1)
(
A11 − κ1G∗ − λ1

A21
+ E2 −mG

)
.
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In a similar way the HJB equation for country i = 2 is

ρ2V2 (G) = max
E2,ζ2

A12E2 − 1

2
A22E

2
2 −

1

2
θζ22 −

1

2
cT

(
−A+ Sq (1− α)−φ

∑2
i=1 ζi+η (G−G0)

B

)2

−1

2
c2ζ

2∑
i=1

ζ2j + V2G (E1 + E2 −mG)

}
(15)

with optimal emissions and geoengineering

E2 =
A12 − κ2G∗ − λ2

A22
(16)

ζ2 =
φcT (−A+ Sq (1− α) + η (G−G0)− φζ1)

B2 (c2ζ + θ) + φ2cT
. (17)

Then the HJB satisfies

ρ2

(
−1

2
κ2G

2 − λ2G− µ2
)

= A12
A12 − κ2G∗ − λ2

A21
− 1

2
A21

(
A12 − κ2G∗ − λ2

A21

)2
−1

2
θ

(
φcT (−A+ Sq (1− α) + η (G−G0)− φζ1)

B2c2ζ + φ2cT

)2
−1

2
cT

(
−A+ Sq (1− α)− φ

∑2
i=1 ζi + η (G−G0)

B

)2

−1

2
c2ζ

2∑
j=2

ζ2j + (−κ2G− λ2)
(
E1 +

A12 − κ2G∗ − λ2
A22

−mG
)
.

When the feedback rules for each country are replaced in the correspond-

ing HJB equation, then the parameters of the value functions are obtained

as usual by equating coeffi cients of the same power. However, in the asym-

metric game the parameters of the value function for one country, say i, will

depend on the emissions Ej and the geoengineering activity ζj of the other

country. This means that in general

Ei =
A1i − κi

(
Ej , ζj , cζ , cT , ρ1, ρ2

)
G− λi

(
Ej , ζj , cζ , cT , ρ1, ρ2

)
A2i

, i, j = 1, 2, i 6= j.

(18)

The system of equations (18) can be interpreted as the linear best re-

sponse feedback rule of each country given the stock G. To obtain the equi-

librium feedback rules for this asymmetric differential game, first we solve
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for the Nash equilibrium values for geoengineering (j = 1, 2) by first solv-

ing (14) and (17) simultaneously, second by replacing ζj (j = 1, 2) into (18)

with the appropriate Nash equilibrium value ζ∗j we obtain the best response

feedback rules, and finally by solving for the Nash equilibrium values E∗i ,

i = 1, 2 in (18) we obtain the linear feedback rules E∗i = Ai1−κ̂iG−λ̂i
Ai2

, i = 1, 2

where ˆ stands for the calculated parameter of the value function. In case

of multiple solutions for the parameters of the value function we choose

those that ensure stable dynamics for the stock of GHGs. By replacing the

optimal feedback rules in the GHGs dynamics we obtain the steady states

and the stable paths for GHGs and global average temperature, along with

emissions and geoengineering for each country.

Having obtained the solution we examine by numerical simulations the

impact of heterogeneity by means of sensitivity analysis with respect to the

sources of asymmetry discussed above. The values of the parameters used

in the calibration of the symmetric cooperative problem are used as the

central values for the sensitivity analysis. In particular we consider two

different scenarios for heterogeneity.

In the first, which can be regarded as a case of “symmetric heterogene-

ity”, we consider an increase of 20%, 40%, 70% and 90% in the value of

the specific parameter for country one with a corresponding decrease in

the same parameter for country two. These scenarios will be denoted by

±20%,±40%,±70%,±90%.

In the second scenario, which is the case of “asymmetric heterogeneity,”

we consider a given change, positive or negative in the parameter for country

one, and an opposite but different change in value in the same parameter

for the other country. In particular we consider the following changes for

the second scenario, with the first number in each pair denoting country

one. For example (+20%&− 90%), (+20%&− 70%), means that the spe-

cific parameter increases 20% from its central value for country one, and the

same parameter is reduced by 90% in one run and by 70% in another run

for country two.11 Using this type of approach we hope to capture the effect

of both symmetric and asymmetric differences between the two countries.

11We run the following scenarios of asymmetric heterogeneity:
+20% & − 90%;+20% & − 70%;+40% & − 70%;+40% & − 90%;+20% & − 40%
;−20% & + 90%;−20% & + 70%;−40% & + 70%;−40% & + 90%;−20% & + 40%.
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4.1 Heterogeneity in the social cost of geoengineering (cζ)

We assume first that the implementation of geoengineering has a different

impact on each country in terms of the social cost of geoengineering, which is

the cost with which each society will be burdened due to the implementation

of geoengineering by itself and/or the other country.

The central value of the social marginal damage cost from geoengineer-

ing is set at 3
(
109$/(GtC)2

)
and symmetric and asymmetric deviation as

described above are considered. The results are shown in table 2. For the

symmetric deviations we observe that both countries increase emissions, but

most importantly country two, which experiences the lower social geoengi-

neering costs, increases geoengineering a lot more than the reductions of

country one, which experiences the higher geoengineering social costs. The

net increase in geoengineering increases the steady-state stock of GHGs. In

the case of asymmetric deviation the pattern is very similar. We need a very

large increase in the social cost of geoengineering, +90% or +70% in country

two relative to a corresponding decrease in country one (−20%), in order to

have a relatively larger reduction in the geoengineering from country two.

In general increased emissions and SRM lead to an increase in the majority

of cases of the steady-state stock of GHGs, while there is a corresponding

moderate decrease in global average temperature. Thus the difference in

the social cost of geoengineering might lead to lower global temperature but

higher stock of GHGs relative to the symmetric case.

Table 2: Changes in steady-state values due to asymmetries in
cζ
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∆ (cζ) % ∆E1 % = ∆E2 % ∆ζ1 % ∆ζ2 % ∆T % ∆G %

±20% 0.00151668 −16.6298 24.9167 −0.000306712 0.00167846

±90% 0.151769 −47.3095 876.49 −0.0141087 0.151901

±40% 0.00697674 −28.5176 66.3709 −0.000920135 0.00713348

±70% 0.0347826 −41.1139 231.267 −0.00337383 0.0348281

+20% ,−90% 0.157331 −16.6419 876.481 −0.0147222 0.156517

+20% ,−70% 0.0392315 −16.6327 231.266 −0.00368054 0.0394439

+40% ,−70% 0.0371082 −28.5196 231.266 −0.00368054 0.0373458

+40%,−90% 0.155207 −28.5274 876.481 −0.0144155 0.155258

+20% ,−40% 0.0091001 −16.6304 66.37 −0.000920135 0.00923156

−20% ,+90% −0.00404449 24.9176 −47.3019 0.000306712 −0.00377655

−20% ,+70% −0.00293225 24.9176 −41.1118 0. −0.00293731

−40% ,+70% 0.00465116 66.3709 −41.1123 −0.000613424 0.00461578

−40% ,+90% 0.00353893 66.3709 −47.3022 −0.000613424 0.00377655

−20% ,+40% −0.000606673 24.9167 −28.5171 0. −0.000419616

4.2 Heterogeneity in environmental damages due to global
warming (cT )

We assume that climate change in terms of increased global average tem-

perature has a different impact on each country expressed in differences in

the term cT among the two countries. For the purposes of the sensitivity

analysis, the central value for cT was set at 22.183
(

109$/(GtC)2
)
, which

is the value used in the cooperative solution, and the symmetric and asym-

metric deviations described above are considered. The results are shown in

table 3. In the case of symmetric deviations the behavior of each county

is also symmetric and in the opposite direction, so that the final outcome

on GHGs and average global temperature is zero. In the case of asymmet-

ric deviations the country that experiences the smaller damages increases

emissions relatively more and reduces geoengineering relatively less than

the emission reductions and geoengineering increases in the country that

experiences higher damages (e.g., see rows +20%,−90% ; +40%,−90%).

The country that experiences the higher damages increases geoengineering

more and reduces emissions more than the geoengineering reductions and the

emissions increases undertaken by the country experiencing lower damages

(e.g., see rows −20%,+90% ; −40%,+90%). A strong reduction in damages

in one of the countries will eventually lead to a substantial increase in the
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steady-state GHGs and global average temperature. The country that does

experience relatively low damages from global warming will tend to increase

emissions and reduce geoengineering. If the reduction in damages in one

country dominates the increase in the other, steady-state GHGs and global

temperature will increase.

Table 3: Changes in steady-state values due to asymmetries in
cT

∆ (cT ) % ∆E1 % ∆E2 % ∆ζ1 % ∆ζ2 % ∆T % ∆G %

±20% −216.055 216.055 20.0002 −20. 0 0

±90% −972.247 972.245 90.0004 −90. 0 0

±40% −756.192 756.192 756.192 −70. 0 0

±70% −432.11 432.11 40.0004 −40. 0 0

+20% ,−90% −807.98 922.922 74.7934 −85.4338 45.6614 57.4702

+20% ,−70% −590.064 662.69 54.6213 −61.3445 28.8511 36.3127

+40% ,−70% −666.828 705.895 61.7274 −65.344 15.5196 19.5336

+40% ,−90% −868.454 941.082 80.3917 −87.1148 28.8511 36.3467

+20% ,−40% −343.582 368.346 31.8047 −34.0975 9.83747 12.382

−20% ,+90% 422.311 −482.388 −39.093 44.6544 −23.8665 −30.0382

−20% ,+70% 374.162 −420.214 −34.6358 38.8984 −18.2951 −23.026

−40% ,+70% 508.876 −538.689 −47.1061 49.8661 −11.8437 −14.9064

−40% ,+90% 550.691 −596.742 −50.9769 55.2401 −18.2951 −23.026

−20% ,+40% 287.096 −307.788 −26.5762 28.4919 −8.22049 −10.3461

4.3 Heterogeneity in the intercept of marginal benefits from
emissions (A1)

We assume that each country has a different intercept of the marginal private

benefits from her own emissions. This means that the marginal benefit

function of one country is uniformly above the other, suggesting that for

this country emissions are more productive in terms of private benefits. We

perform sensitivity analysis by setting that central value for A1 at 224.26

($/tC) (Athanassoglou and Xepapadeas 2012). The results are shown in

table 4. In the case of symmetric deviations, the behavior of each county is

also symmetric and in the opposite direction, so that the final outcome on

GHGs and average global temperature is zero. In the case of asymmetric

deviations, if the increase in emission productivity dominates (e.g., see rows

−20%,+90% ; −40%,+90%), then there is an overall increase in emissions,
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geoengineering, steady-state GHGs and global temperature. We have the

opposite result when the reduction in emission productivity dominates.

Thus, as expected, the country with the higher marginal benefits from

production/emissions will raise its emissions relative to the symmetric game

and the country with low marginal benefits from production will reduce the

emissions. Another result is that both countries seem to reduce geoengineer-

ing efforts by the same proportion relative to the symmetric game when the

reduction in productivity dominates (e.g. row +20%,−90%) and increase

geoengineering effort when the increase in productivity dominates (e.g. row

−20%,+90%). This behavior could be explained by the fact that the pa-

rameter of asymmetry between the two countries affects emissions only and

thus both countries follow the same policy for their geoengineering efforts

despite the difference in benefits from emissions. This result suggests that,

in the context of the noncooperative solution for the LQ model, an upwards

shift in the marginal benefits from emissions of a country or a group of

countries will eventually lead to relatively higher stocks of GHGs and global

temperature.

Table 4: Changes in steady-state values due to asymmetries in
A1

∆ (A1) % ∆E1 % ∆E2 % ∆ζ1,2 % ∆T % ∆G %

±20% 236.055 −236.055 0 0 0

±90% 1062.24 −1062.25 0 0 0

±40% 472.11 −472.11 0 0 0

±70% 826.192 −826.192 0 0 0

+20% ,−90% 606.03 −692.272 −34.2483 −34.2484 −43.121

+20% ,−70% 500.323 −561.924 −24.4631 −24.463 −30.8007

+40% ,−70% 630.67 −667.631 −14.6778 −14.678 −18.4803

+40% ,−90% 736.378 −797.979 −24.4631 −24.463 −30.8007

+20% ,−40% 341.762 −366.402 −9.78511 −9.78533 −12.3204

−20% ,+90% −606.03 692.272 34.2479 34.2481 43.121

−20% ,+70% −500.323 561.924 24.4628 24.4627 30.8007

−40% ,+70% −630.67 667.631 14.6777 14.6777 18.4803

−40% ,+90% −736.377 797.979 24.4628 24.4627 30.8007

−20% ,+40% −341.762 366.402 9.78511 9.78503 12.3204
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4.4 Heterogeneity in the slope of marginal benefits from
emissions (A2)

We assume that each country has a different slope of the marginal bene-

fits from emissions A2. Given the quadratic structure of the benefit func-

tion from emissions, the country with the higher slope is characterized by

stronger diminishing returns in the generation of benefits from emissions.

We perform sensitivity analysis using A2 1.9212 109$/(GtC)2 as the cen-

tral value for the parameter (see Athanassoglou and Xepapadeas 2012).

The results are shown in table 5. It should be noted that a reduction in

A2 indicates weaker diminishing returns, while an increase in A2 indicates

stronger diminishing returns. The results suggest that when weak diminish-

ing returns dominate (rows +20%,−90% until +20%,−40%), then global

emissions, geoengineering, steady-state GHGs and global temperature in-

crease. On the other hand when strong diminishing returns dominate (rows

−20%,+90% ; −20%,+70%), the outcome is reversed. Thus an overall

weakening of diminishing returns can be related to an increase in global

emissions, geoengineering, steady-state GHGs and global temperature at

the noncooperative solution.

Table 5: Changes in steady-state values due to asymmetries in
A2

∆ (A2) % ∆E1 % ∆E2 % ∆ζ1,2 % ∆T % ∆G %

±20% −19.6646 20.5035 0.333322 0.3332782 0.419 197

±90% −89.0764 107.549 7.33573 7.33563 9.23617

±40% −38.9809 42.3782 1.34924 1.34892 1.69861

±70% −68.3828 79.1638 4.28176 4.28139 5.39081

+20% ,−90% −83.1841 101.791 7.38892 7.38869 9.30331

+20% ,−70% −57.7041 69.183 4.55835 4.55835 5.73951

+40% ,−70% −62.7382 73.8888 4.42803 4.42769 5.57502

+40% ,−90% −85.4296 103.985 7.36853 7.36844 9.27771

+20% ,−40% −31.9118 36.1759 1.6932 1.69336 2.13249

−20% ,+90% 38.9151 −41.5096 −1.03011 −1.03055 −1.29745

−20% ,+70% 34.7624 −36.5825 −0.723379 −0.723226 −0.910148

−40% ,+70% 49.5915 −47.203 0.948548 0.948353 1.19423

−40% ,+90% 53.4095 −51.555 0.736676 0.736108 0.927352

−20% ,+40% 27.0313 −27.4105 −0.150704 −0.150595 −0.189247
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4.5 Heterogeneity in the rate of impatience (ρ)

We assume that each country discounts future net benefits at a different rate,

which implies a different degree of impatience between the two countries,

with net benefits being the undiscounted life time utility in each country

minus the private cost of geoengineering and the social damages related

to the increase in global temperature and to geoengineering. We associate

discount rates ρ1 and ρ2 with the HJB equation for each country and solve

the asymmetric differential game in the manner described in section 4.

For the purposes of the sensitivity analysis, we consider a central value

of 0.03, which was used in the symmetric game, for the discount rate and

then consider deviations from this central value. We assume that country 1

will have a constantly lower rate of time preference than country 2. Thus

country 2 is more impatient than country 1. The results are shown in table

6. As expected, the more impatient country (the high ρ country) increases

emissions and the less impatient country (low ρ country) reduces emissions.

It is important to note that the final outcome for the global environment

depends on both the difference between the discount rates - the impatience

gap - and the level of impatience in each country. In the first seven rows of

table 6 the final outcome is a reduction in both GHGs and global tempera-

ture, since the behavior of the less impatient country dominates. In the last

two rows of table 6, where country two is impatient and country’s one im-

patience is not very small, the behavior of the impatient country dominates,

resulting in an increase in both the steady-state GHGs and global average

temperature.

Table 6: Changes in steady-state values-due to asymmetries in
ρ

∆ (ρ) % ∆E1% ∆E2% ∆ζ1,2% ∆T% ∆G%

0.005 & 0.05 −656.189 544.936 −44.1825 −44.1809 −55.6264

0.005 & 0.075 −785.695 684.924 −40.0177 −40.0179 −50.385

0.005 & 0.1 −861.51 766.877 −37.5806 −37.5808 −47.3163

0.01 & 0.05 −514.625 440.448 −29.4574 −29.4575 −37.0886

0.01 & 0.075 −658.889 600.78 −23.0766 −23.0767 −29.0551

0.01 & 0.1 −745.34 696.858 −19.2529 −19.2529 −24.2404

0.02 & 0.05 −291.035 275.416 −6.20279 −6.20325 −7.8099

0.02 & 0.075 −450.796 462.693 4.72412 4.72459 5.9489

0.02 & 0.1 −550.243 579.269 11.5271 11.5265 14.5133
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4.6 Combined heterogeneity in the intercept of marginal ben-
efits from emissions (A1) and the social cost of geoengi-
neering (cζ)

As a last case of heterogeneity among the two countries, a combination

of differences in the social cost of geoengineering cζ and in the intercept

of private marginal benefits from emissions A1 is considered. In particular

we examine the case where at the same time (i) A1 increases for country

one relative to the symmetric case, while for country two it remains at the

level of the symmetric case, and (ii) cζ decreases for country two relative

to the symmetric case, while it remains at the level of the symmetric case

for country one. The results are presented in table 7. Both countries in-

crease geoengineering , while global emissions increase since the increase in

emissions from the country with the higher A1 dominates the decrease in

emissions from the country with the relatively lower A1. As a result both

steady-state GHGs and global average temperature increase. Thus in a

world where one country is relatively more productive in terms of emissions

and the other country suffers relatively less, damages from geoengineering

the noncooperative outcome point towards a high stock of GHGs and global

average temperature.

Table 7: Changes in steady-state values due to asymmetries in
A1 & cζ
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∆ (A1&cζ) % ∆E1% ∆E2% ∆ζ1% ∆ζ2% ∆T% ∆G%

+20% & − 20% 130.353 −105.702 9.78511 37.1396 9.78472 12.3254

+40% & − 20% 260.701 −211.408 19.5702 49.3626 19.5697 24.6462

+70% & − 20% 456.223 −369.969 34.2479 67.698 34.2474 43.1273

+90% & − 20% 586.571 −475.675 44.033 79.9218 44.0328 55.4477

+20% & − 40% 130.361 −105.694 9.78423 82.6496 9.7838 24.655

+40% & − 40% 260.71 −211.399 19.5693 98.9291 19.5688 24.655

+70% & − 40% 456.234 −369.959 34.247 123.348 34.2465 43.1374

+90% & − 40% 586.582 −475.664 44.0321 139.628 44.0315 55.459

+20% & − 70% 130.394 −105.661 9.78068 263.679 9.78073 12.3669

+40% & − 70% 260.746 −211.364 19.5658 296.094 19.5655 24.6911

+70% & − 70% 456.274 −369.918 34.2426 344.716 34.2428 43.1777

+90% & − 70% 586.626 −475.622 44.0277 377.132 44.0276 55.5022

+20% & − 90% 130.524 −105.531 9.76916 972.028 9.76877 12.4966

+40% & − 90% 260.887 −211.222 19.5525 1067.58 19.5526 24.8325

+70% & − 90% 456.432 −369.759 34.2284 1210.9 34.2281 43.3363

+90% & − 90% 586.796 −475.451 44.0117 1306.46 44.0119 55.6722

5 Conclusions

The present paper analyzed a stylized climate change model represented

as an LQ differential game, where countries may act predominantly nonco-

operatively in affecting climate change through their emissions which gen-

erate private benefits, mitigation and SRM or geoengineering. Mitigation

and geoengineering are beneficial in terms of reducing global warming, but

geoengineering has private costs and ‘public bad’characteristics, since SRM

activities of one country may have harmful effects on the other country. The

novel element is that countries are asymmetric with respect to critical para-

meters such as the cost of global warming, the social cost of geoengineering,

the private marginal benefits from emissions and the degree of impatience.

To provide a benchmark for comparisons we first obtain a solution of the

symmetric model and then compare the asymmetric solution with the sym-

metric solution in terms of individual emissions, individual SRM activities,

the steady-state stock of GHGs and the average global temperature. It

should be noted that given the very low private costs of SRM, any varia-

tion in this cost, other things being equal, does not provide any substantial
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changes in each country’s behavior.12 Thus we excluded the private cost of

SRM from our sensitivity analysis. Our results provide some insights regard-

ing the expected behavior of noncooperating asymmetric countries or groups

of countries, in terms of mitigation and SRM activities, and in particular

insights regarding whether and under what conditions there exist tradeoffs

between mitigation and SRM.

Thus, a country that is expected to have a substantially relatively lower

social cost due to its own as well as the other country’s geoengineering ac-

tivities is expected to increase both geoengineering and emissions. Geoengi-

neering increases because its social cost to the country is small and country

emissions also increase because they generate private benefits, while their

costs in terms of global warming can be, at least partly, counterbalanced by

low cost geoengineering. Thus there is no tradeoff between emissions and

SRM activities. The result is an increase in the steady-state stock of GHGs

and a moderate decrease in the average global temperature.

When the asymmetry is in the cost of global warming to each country,

the country with the lower costs substantially increases emissions and re-

duces geoengineering. This is because emissions generate private benefits

but have a very low cost in terms of global warming. If the asymmetry

is substantial, the behavior of the low cost country dominates and the re-

sult is an increase in both the steady-state stock of GHGs and the average

global temperature. The opposite result holds when the behavior of the high

cost country dominates. In this case we have emissions reduction and SRM

increase. Thus a tradeoff between emissions and SRM takes place at the

noncooperative solution if the asymmetry is in the cost of global warming

to each country.

When the private marginal benefits from emission are uniformly higher

in one country, which means that this country is more productive in gener-

ating benefits from emissions, then the more productive country increases

emissions as expected. If the productivity gap is substantial in favor of the

more productive country, then both the steady-state stock of GHGs and the

average global temperature increase.

When countries differ in the degree of diminishing returns in private ben-

efits generated from emissions, then the country with substantially weaker

diminishing returns increases emissions. The behavior is similar to the case

12See Appendix A.2.
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above where private marginal benefits from emissions are uniformly higher

in one country. Again, when the diminishing returns gap is substantial,

both the steady-state stock of GHGs and the average global temperature

increase.

It should be noted that in the context of our noncooperative model,

higher productivity in generating private benefits from emissions in one

country does not lead to lower emissions. Lower emissions might have been

expected since the same level of benefits could have been obtained with lower

emissions and at the same time the global environment could have been im-

proved. This is not the case however; private benefits from more productive

emissions outweigh any gains in social benefits that reduced emissions, due

to higher productivity, might have generated since social benefits have pub-

lic good characteristics. Furthermore, the effect of productivity gaps on

geoengineering behavior is not substantial. It seems that when the more

productive country dominates, there is a moderate increase in SRM activ-

ities. This is explained by the fact that when emissions increase a lot as a

result of the productivity gap, countries might increase SRM activities to

counterbalance the global warming effects of increased emissions.

When the countries differ with respect to the degree of impatience, that

is the rate for discounting future utilities, then the more impatient country

increases emissions and the less impatient country decreases them. The

final outcome depends on the size of the impatience gap and the level of

impatience in each country. If one country has a very low discount rate

(e.g. ρ = 0.005), even if the other country is impatient (e.g. ρ = 0.1),

the final outcome is a reduction in overall emissions, geoengineering, the

steady-state stock of GHGs and the average global temperature. On the

other hand, if one country is moderately impatient (e.g. ρ = 0.02) and the

other country is impatient (e.g. ρ = 0.1), the final outcome is an increase in

overall emissions, geoengineering, the steady-state stock of GHGs and the

average global temperature.

Finally if one country is more productive in generating private benefits

from emissions and the other country suffers relatively less social cost from

SRM, the final outcome will be an increase in global emissions, SRM activ-

ities, the steady-state stock of GHGs and the average global temperature.

Our results suggest that breaking down symmetry between countries

could have important repercussions for global climate. The most striking
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results are obtained when countries deviate asymmetrically from the bench-

mark (the symmetric solution). If the deviations are symmetric in the sense,

for example, that the amount by which the cost of global warming in one

country is below the benchmark is the same in absolute value as the amount

by which the cost of global warming is higher than the benchmark in the

other, then the symmetric and the asymmetric solutions do not differ much.

Under asymmetric deviations, however, we have substantial deviations from

the benchmark solution.

Another result is that in the noncooperative solution, a tradeoff between

emissions and SRM appears only in certain cases. In fact, in cases that are

likely to be encountered in the real world, a country has an incentive to

increase emissions in order to capture private benefits and increase SRM in

order to counterbalance the effects of increased emissions on global temper-

ature. These effects become stronger the less the social cost of SRM to the

country, the higher the private productivity of emissions and the lower the

private cost of SRM. In a context of substantial asymmetries, these incen-

tives may determine the steady-state global average temperature and the

stock of GHGs.

This work suggests several interesting avenues for future research. A

more complete treatment of the issues presented here would extend the basic

model to incorporate other geoengineering methods such as carbon capture

and storage, and most importantly adaptation, in addition to mitigation

and SRM, as alternative policy options against climate change. If the LQ

structure is kept, then the problem can be solved. If nonlinearities are

introduced, then FBNE solutions can be obtained in principle by numerical

methods, although this is not a easy task. Introduction of uncertainty -

especially as deep structural uncertainty - including characteristics such as

model uncertainty, ambiguity aversion, robust control methods, or regime

shifts, is also a very important area for further research.
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Appendix
A.1 Time paths of Feedback Nash Equilibrium under Asymme-

try
For country i = 1 → - - - - - - - - -

For country i = 2 → - - - - -

In country i = 1 : Increase 20% → Red Dashed Line

Decrease 20% → Blue Dashed Line

In country i = 2 : Decrease 90% → Green Dashed Line

Increase 90% → Orange Dashed Line
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A.2 Heterogeneity in the private cost of SRM (θ)

Deviations are: ±20%,±40%,±70%,±90% or +20%,+40%,+70%,+90%

or −20%,−40%,−70%,−90% from the symmetric steady-state level. Due
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to the relatively small private cost of SRM, there is no sensitivity to this

parameter.

∆ (θ) % ∆E1 % = ∆E2 % ∆ζ1 % ∆ζ2 % ∆T % ∆G %

±20% 0 −0.0531896 0.0531896 0 0.0365066

±90% 0 −0.238467 0.24024 0 0

±40% 0 −0.106379 0.106379 0 0

±70% 0 −0.186164 0.186164 0 0

+20% ,−90% 0 −0.0531896 0.24024 0 0

+20% ,−70% 0 −0.0531896 0.186164 0 0

+40% ,−70% 0 −0.106379 0.186164 0 0

+40% ,−90% 0 −0.106379 0.24024 0 0

+20% ,−40% 0 −0.0531896 0.106379 0 0

−20% ,+90% 0 0.0531896 −0.238467 0 0

−20% ,+70% 0 0.0531896 −0.186164 0 0

−40% ,+70% 0 0.106379 −0.186164 0 0

−40% ,+90% 0 0.106379 −0.238467 0 0

−20% ,+40% 0 0.0531896 0.0531896 0 0
A.3 Figures
Optimal paths under cooperation
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Figures 1 - 4: Equilibrium time paths for emissions, SRM, stock of

GHGs and global average temperature under cooperation.

Equilibrium paths at the FBNE
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Figures 5 - 8: Equilibrium time paths for emissions, SRM, stock of

GHGs and global average temperature at the FBNE.
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